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Objectives

1) Reducing resources for tuning model parameters 
(a) Clustering
(b) Using only full data records

2) The effect of large differences between model and observations 
when  low RH is measured.

3) Convert the MM from Matlab to Octave at ECMWF

4) Missing Data For The Meta Model Mediterranean domain



1a) The clustering method

• Data source - EAR5 (resolution ~ 28 km) at 12 UTC SLP, 
geopotential height, q, u, v, at 850, 700 and 500 hPa levels from

• Define the number of clusters , n = 20 clusters

• Cluster representative day – how it as find?

• Normalize – weights by the fraction of days in each cluster. 



• For example cluster number 1.
• Has 13 days (pop).
• Representative day is 101 (since 1.1.2013 -> 12/3/2013).
• The weight is 13/365 = 0.0356. 

The clustering of Swiss Domain for the year 2013



1b) Using only full data records

• In the run of all days in 2013 (the run of all 365days  in one run), instead of running 36 times the 36 day “decades” 
(10 days ) we run in one job (process) all 365 days.

• In the run of all 365 days the number of grid points was reduce by ~88% because there was not enough machine 
memory for all grid points in all days. 

• We added grid points to the 365 days running by looking on each 10 days (“decade” of days) in 2013.

• we used only grid points where all surface fields where at least 7 days out of 10 days had data on all 5 surface 
fields.

• Every grid point that was taken into account must have available data in observations and all model simulations.

• In January the number of surface fields is 3 and not 5 because there are not data of daily  dew point 2m 
temperature.



Results
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1.) Temp obs – Temp default simulation < |10°c|

2.) Temp obs – Temp default simulation < |7°c|

2) The effect of large differences  between model 
and observations



The difference between 2m daily max of dry temperature default simulation to observations in the last 3 tents 
days of 2013 (most of the days in December 2013, the period of 3 tents days is : 27/11/2013-26/12/13)

Mean : -1.99°c
STD : 2.35°c

Minimum=-19.56°c
Maximum=13.03°c

Prob > |10°c| = 0.11%
Prob > |7°c| = 1.71%
Prob > |5°c| =9.00%



The difference between 2m daily min of dry temperature default simulation to observations in the last 3 tents 
days of 2013 (most of the days in December 2013, the period of 3 tents days is : 27/11/2013-26/12/13)

Mean : 0.64°c
STD : 2.66°c

Minimum=-18.29°c
Maximum=28.58°c

Prob > |10°c| = 0.31%
Prob > |7°c| = 1.89%
Prob > |5°c| =7.28%



The difference between 2m daily max of dew temperature default simulation to observations in the last 3 tents 
days of 2013 (most of the days in December 2013, the period of 3 tents days is : 27/11/2013-26/12/13)

Mean : 0.87°c
STD : 2.22°c

Minimum=-18.08°c
Maximum=14.53°c

Prob > |10°c| = 0.07%
Prob > |7°c| = 1.19%
Prob > |5°c| =4.87%



The difference between 2m daily min of dew temperature default simulation to observations in the last 3 tents 
days of 2013 (most of the days in December 2013, the period of 3 tents days is : 27/11/2013-26/12/13)

Mean : -0.82°c
STD : 2.85°c

Minimum=-51.72°c
Maximum=18.56°c

Prob > |10°c| = 0.93%
Prob > |7°c| = 3.40%
Prob > |5°c| =8.47%
Prob < -20°c= 0.35%



The differences between The running CALMOMAX performance Score with and 
without the restriction of no more than  |10°c| difference between observation 

to default simulation model forecast. 

• All data points which the absolute differences between the model default simulation to observation is higher or 
equal 10°c  are changed to NaN (Not Avaliable).

• In the differences (model-obs) temperature restriction test, notice that the number of grid points remains the 
same but the number of available data points change.



27/11-06/12/2013 07/12-16/12/2013 17/12-26/12/2013
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3) Convert the Meta Model from Matlab to Octave at ECMWF 

• The MM code is converted to octave-4.2.0 from the Matlab code.

• Open issue - graphical files is not working at ECGATE server.  ECMWF Technical Mars staff is 

working to solving the problem.

• Code location - At  ECGATE server /scratch/ms/il/ili/CALMOMAX/MM_code_May2018/main.

• Recommendations - not to work in CCA server as qsub is limited to 48 hours, however in 

ECGATE server you are able to run 7 days !!! Using  sbatach.

• Medium Stage Before iteration Stage
1.) datamatrix.mat for surface observation, 

2.) datamatrix_so.mat for radiosondes observations,

3.) output file main_data.mat contain all data from observations and all model   

simulations the Meta Model Coefficients: “a”, ”b” & “c”. 

• Output file from the final stage: Iteration Stage. 6 files of output (see the next table)



Type of datefiles which are producesStage

File in octave format (structure format*) that  contain surface observation and surface model simulation forecasts in 
one structure  names datamatrix

datamatrix.matRead data

File in octave format of radiosondes observation and atmospheric  model simulation forecasts in one structure  
names datamatrix_so

datamatrix_so.mat

File in octave format that contains the coefficients “a”, “b” and “c” for the surface meta modelmoddata.mat.matMeta model 

File in octave format (structure format) that contains the atmospheric coefficients “a”, “b” and “c” for the meta 
model

Metmodel_s.mat

File in octave format (structure format) that contains all data from observations and all model   
simulations the Meta Model Coefficients: “a”, ”b” & “c”.

Main_data.mat

File in octave format (array format) which contains the all 1000 Performance scores (PS) for every iteration.“lhscore_save_(iteration number).mat” **

Files in octave format (matrix format) which contain all the  parameters combination for the 
maximum PS,  from the first iteration until the iteration which is in the name of the file , for 
example UB_3.mat conations the five parameters combination for the max performance score 
(PS) for iteration 1 to 3.

“UB_(Iteration number).mat”Final stage (The
iteration stage which 
finds the Best 
performance score 
and the best optimal 
parameters 
combination )

The same as above but for the minimum PSLB_(iteration number).mat

Files in octave format (array format). The difference between maximum to minimum PS in each iteration. For example 
for iterations 1 to 5 the file will be called: “delta_popt_5.mat”.

delta_popt_(iteration number).mat

Files in octave format (array format) .The maximum PS for each iteration. For example for iterations 1 to 10 the file 
name is: “popt_arr_max_10.mat”

popt_arr_max.mat_(iteration number).mat

The same as above but for the minimum PSpopt_arr_min.mat_(iteration number).mat

Ascii file of one line.  The optimal parameter combination. Taken from the Maximum PS in the last iteration.Popt_reg.txt

The last iteration which the iteration loop stops. The file format is in Ascii and conations only one number. The last 
iteration can be because of convergence or because the iteration loop reached the maximum number of allowed 
iteration, usually it is 40. 

Last_iteration.txt

** Iteration number for example to iteration 3 the file name is “lhscore_save.3.mat”

*A strcutre format in Octave and Matlab is structre which conatians certaion matrix and or arry. For example Is obsdata is a matrix of observation and refdata is a matrix of default simulation forecast results . 
Than the structure datamatrix is built of two matrixes in the following way:  datamatrix.obsdata (for the observation matrix) and datamatrix.refdata (for the default simulation matrix). 



4) Missing Data For The Meta Model Mediterranean domain

• Surface observation fields such as: Daily Max 2m Tdry, Daily Min 2m Tdry,  Daily Max 2m Tdew, 
Daily Min 2m Tdew and Daily Rain.

• All surface observations should be for 2019.

• Radio Observation for the year 2019.

• External data such as topography height of every grid point, latitude of every grid point and 
longitude of every grid point.

• Minimum and Maximum model simulation as will be detailed in the next slide (next table).

• The simulations files and the external files should be in NetCDF files in order not to change the 
MM model commands.



Missing model COSMO simulation* for the Mediterranean Domain
missingSimulation
missingDefault

simulation
MissingTkhmin minimum value
MissingRlam heat

Minimum
value

MissingRat sea minimum value
MissingTur length

Minimum value
MissingC_soil minimum value
MissingTkhmin maximum value
MissingRlam heat

maximum
value

MissingRat sea maximum value
MissingTur length

Maximum
value

MissingC_soil maximum value

* It is recommends to have the simulations in NetCDF format in order not to change the MM code.



Summary and Conclusions 
1.) The methods of finding the optimal parameters by using 36 times 10 days compared to the method of 365 days, is  

quite success at least for 4 parameters out 5.

2.)  The results  of  optimal parameters for 2013 by using 36 times 10 days is different in the parameter RLAM compared 
to the run of all 365days.

3.)  The optimal Parameter of RLAM is 0.93 for the median of 36 decade but for all 365 the optimal RLAM is 1.76.

4.) In the 365 days method we didn’t take into account all grid points (only ~12% compared to the 36 runs of ten days) 
maybe because of that we find differences. 

5.) The clustering method results in 3 parameters are very close to the 365 days method and 36 ten days method 
(V0snow, Radfac and Uc1).

6.) However , in the clustering method the results of 2 parameters (Tkhmin and rlam) are different from the 365 days 
method and 36 running method.

7.) The results of the methods with and without restriction on temperature differences (model-obs) are quite the same.



Thanks for you attention



Summary and Conclusions 
1.) The methods of finding the optimal parameters by using 36 times 10 days compared to the method of 365 days, is  

quite success at least for 4 parameters out 5.

2.)  The results of optimal parameters for 2013 by using 36 times 10 days is different in the parameter RLAM compared 
to the run with full records and on run for all 365 days.

3.)  The optimal Parameter of RLAM is 0.93 for the median of 36 decade but for all 365 the optimal RLAM is 1.76.

4.) In the 365 days method we didn’t take into account all grid points (only ~12% compared to the 36 runs of ten days) 
maybe because of that we find differences. 

5.) The clustering method results in 3 parameters are very close to the 365 days method and 36 ten days method 
(V0snow, Radfac and Uc1).

6.) However , in the clustering method the results of 2 parameters (Tkhmin and rlam) are different from the 365 days 
method and 36 running method.

7.) The results of the methods with and without restriction on temperature differences (model-obs) are quite the same.



T2m daily maximum temperature bias on 3/12/2020
Observation minus default simulation, Swiss domain grid points 



Slide 1: The format of the files in order to Run The MM for the Mediterranean Domain.

• For example . The default simulations file in the SWISS domain where daily 
surface fields:

• Another example of surface (fields) daily simulation for high HTKM and low UC1 
(interaction simulation): 



• Model output “Laf” file after converting it to NetCDF format. 3 fields should be 
in the “Laf” file : Height (topography), latitude and longitude of the grid points. 
The date of the “Laf” file does not matter.  

Slide 2: The format of the files in order to Run The MM for the Mediterranean Domain.

• Radiosonde simulation in Text format (Text files): for example in the default simulation for 
14/11/2013. Filed named “LMvert_DEF_2013111400” and the format is:

70 is line for 
surface

00 is line for 
altitude 
observations

Pressure 
[mb/10] Height [m/10]

Dry Temperature – Dew Temp [°c/10]Dry air Temperature 
[°c/10]

Wind direction azimuth [°]

q – mixing ration [kg/kg]

Rh [%]

• The Surface observation and Radiosonde observations can be in text format , asci format or NetCDF format. 



Uc1
[0-1]

Radfac
[0.3-0.9]

V0snow
[10-30]

Rlam
[0.1-2]

Tkhmin
[0.1-1]

How many data 
surface points  
now because of 
the condition 
That Tmodel-
Tobs

IMS matlab

0.87240.8832 (0.8738)17.99 1.677 (16.33)0.3082 (0.3108)100%With out any condition

0.87590.873818.031.6330.310899.34%With the condition of temp 
diff < |10°c|

0.91910.817019.35751.40280.337697.84%With the condition of temp 
diff < |7°c|

94.63%With the condition of temp 
diff < |5°c|

Slide 1 out of 3: COSI-FSS for COSMO 1km (SWISS DOMAIN) : OPTIMAL PARMETERS daily T2max, T2min, Rain

For ten days in 27/11/2013-06/12/2013



Uc1
[0-1]

Radfac
[0.3-0.9]

V0snow
[10-30]

Rlam
[0.1-2]

Tkhmin
[0.1-1]

How many data 
surface points  
now because of 
the condition 
That Tmodel-
Tobs

IMS matlab

0.73790.830216.361.69950.1004100%With out any condition

0.73830.830416.381.69260.100399.60%With the condition of temp 
diff < |10°c|

0.74660.814816.741.65210.110197.53%With the condition of temp 
diff < |7°c|

92.10%With the condition of temp 
diff < |5°c|

Slide 1 out of 3: COSI-FSS for COSMO 1km (SWISS DOMAIN) : OPTIMAL PARMETERS daily T2max, T2min, Rain

For ten days in 07/12/2013-16/12/2013



Uc1
[0-1]

Radfac
[0.3-0.9]

V0snow
[10-30]

Rlam
[0.1-2]

Tkhmin
[0.1-1]

How many data 
surface points  
now because of 
the condition 
That Tmodel-
Tobs

IMS matlab

0.88170.591419.850.36890.9874 100%With out any condition

0.89070.534219.300.40200.887794.29%With the condition of temp 
diff < |10°c|

0.88470.570519.770.30910.962891.82%With the condition of temp 
diff < |7°c|

88.47%With the condition of temp 
diff < |5°c|

Slide 1 out of 3: COSI-FSS for COSMO 1km (SWISS DOMAIN) : OPTIMAL PARMETERS daily T2max, T2min, Rain

For ten days in 17/12/2013-26/12/2013



Investigation of Dry Temperature , Daily minimum  of T2m on 3/12/2020
Observation minus Default Simulation for all available Swiss Domain Grid points 



Investigation of Dew Point Temperature , Daily maximum  of Tdew2m on 3/12/2020
Observation minus Default Simulation for all available Swiss Domain Grid points 



Investigation of Dew Point Temperature , Daily minimum  of Tdew2m on 3/12/2020
Observation minus Default Simulation for all available Swiss Domain Grid points 



<-10°c>=10°c
0.018%0.162%Daily Maximum Tdry

differences between Obs
minus  default simulation

1.475%0.010%Daily Minimum Tdry
differences between Obs
minus default simulation

0.394%0.0004%Daily Maximum Tdew
differences between Obs
minus  default simulation

2.058%0.0038%Daily Minimum Tdew
differences between Obs
minus default simulation

Distribution of observation minimum Default simulation on 
3/12/2013

(Distribution [%] on all available grid points in Swiss Domain)



UC1RadfacV0snowRlamTkhminFor 36
decades in 

2013
The optimum 
Parameters

0.46380.684318.411.01280.3530

Mean

0.76860.677518.950.92960.2791

Median

0.41660.12193.000.34810.2451

STD

0.99900.888025.291.72650.9999Max

3.9597*10-50.368512.440.36890.1004Min

To recall what we have done in Summer 2019 , The Running on 36 decade: Optimum Parameters 
summary of 36 decades in Swiss Domain for 2013 (from 1/1/2013-26/12/2013)

How many available data 
surface points*  with data now 
because of the condition That 

Tobs-Tmodel <|10c|  [%]

96.62% (compared to one 
line above)

--------------

95.37% (compared to one 



The differences between The running CALMOMAX performance Score with and 
without the restriction of no more than  |10°c| difference between observation 

to default simulation model forecast. 

• In all data points which are connected to surface temperature such as: Daily Tmax, Daily Tdry minimum, Daily Tdew maximum 
and Daily Tdew minimum. All data points which the absolute differences between the model default simulation to observation is 
higher or equal 10°c , Than we replace the value for the observation and the model for NaN (not available)

• Notice that the number of grid points remains the same but the number of available grid points change because some of them 
will be assign as NaN if the difference between the model default temperature to observation is more or equal 10°c. It will be 
assign as NaN only for the special date and fields not for all days or other fields therefore the number of grid points remains the 
same. 

• Notice that in the methods of taking all 365 days in one run (without any connection to what is written above about the 
restriction of 10°c), instead of running 36 times the 36 decades. The number of grid points was reduce by ~88% because there 
was not enough machine memory and sources to run all 365 days. It was huge number of grid points for one run.



Slide 1: The format of the files in order to Run The MM for the Mediterranean Domain.

• For example . The default simulations file in the SWISS domain where daily 
surface fields:

• Another example of surface (fields) daily simulation for high HTKM and low UC1 
(interaction simulation): 



• Model output “Laf” file after converting it to NetCDF format. 3 fields should be 
in the “Laf” file : Height (topography), latitude and longitude of the grid points. 
The date of the “Laf” file does not matter.  

Slide 2: The format of the files in order to Run The MM for the Mediterranean Domain.

• Radiosonde simulation in Text format (Text files): for example in the default simulation for 
14/11/2013. Filed named “LMvert_DEF_2013111400” and the format is:

70 is line for 
surface

00 is line for 
altitude 
observations

Pressure 
[mb/10] Height [m/10]

Dry Temperature – Dew Temp [°c/10]Dry air Temperature 
[°c/10]

Wind direction azimuth [°]

q – mixing ration [kg/kg]

Rh [%]

• The Surface observation and Radiosonde observations can be in text format , asci format or NetCDF format. 



The compassion in the SWISS DOMAIN , December 2013 
between the surface Temperature Dry and Dew point 

Observation and COSMO default model results .  



UC1RadfacV0snowRlamTkhminNumber of 
grid points

(year)

For 36 decades in 2013
The optimum Parameters

0.46380.684318.411.01280.35309,894,175

Mean *

0.76860.677518.950.92960.2791
9,894,175

Median *

0.82970.777518.641.75880.27031,212,645

For all 365 days (in one runs) Where 
we take grid points that all 5 surface 
fields exists in each day (~12% of grid 
points) (Stopped running  in iteration 

38)**

0.83280.778618.261.69010.2613
(96.62%)

For all 365 but with the condition only 
grid points whew Tobs-Tmodel<10°c *

0.84340.710017.230.40760.8763558,925

for 20 reprehensive including weight of 
each cluster **

0.83810.710917.250.40490.8720(95.37%)

for 20 reprehensive including weight of 
each cluster with absolute(Temp obs-

Temp model<10°c) **

Optimum Parameters summary

** With extended memory 64Gybte.

* With regular memory 16Gybte.



Uc1 
[0-1] 

default 0.8
With 10°c 
condition

Uc1 
[0-1] default

0.8
Without 

10°c 
condition

Radfac
[0.3-0.9] 
default 
With 10°c 
condition

Radfac
[0.3-0.9] 
default 
Without
10°c 
condition

V0snow
[10-30] 
With 10°c 
condition

V0snow
[10-30] 
Without
10°c 
condition

Rlam
[0.1-2]
With 10°c 
condition

Rlam
[0.1-2]
With out 
10°c 
condition

Tkhmin
[0.1-1]
With 10°c 
condition

Tkhmin
[0.1-1]
Without
10°c 
condition

How many available 
data surface points  
with data now 
because of the 
condition That Tobs-
Tmodel <|10c|  [%]

Best
iteration 
number

IMS matlab

0.99670.99900.53050.527224.9125.291.16391.18480.37590.377696.48%191-10/1/2013***

0.01260.000040.64540.653916.9316.321.1110.943760.52550.48131 90.87%50* 
(40**)

11-20/1/2013***

0.92900.93260.81650.813217.3217.151.6371.601 0.31130.309096.67%28 21-30/1/2013***

0.81430.81630.79730.796820.7920.720.76500.76960.99980.999994.29%2531/1/- 9/2/2013

0.82960.83310.65520.653518.4118.450.58250.6045 0.99880.996098.23%1910-19/2/2013

0.10260.10920.66140.662920.9121.18(1.3702)1.39440.15220.154798.54%3220/2/2013-
1/3/2013

0.0015640.000190.54360.542913.5713.531.16541.16540.30270.3231 97.31%292-11/3/2013

COSI-FSS for COSMO 1km (SWISS DOMAIN) : OPTIMAL PARMETERS 
daily T2max, T2min, Rain (Tdew is not availed for JAN 2013).

With and Without the condition of  temperature difference no more than 10°c  

* With the special treatment when there is no convergence in iteration number 40 (see slides before that explain how to treat this problem)

** For the condition difference of no more than |10°c| between the default simulation temperature to observation temperature  , The program run only until iteration 40 ant there was not 
Convergence.  However when the program we finish running in the last decade we will investigate  the second decade (11-20/2/2013) and continue until iteration 50 . 

*** w/o Td : without Tdew data (in January there was not observation for surface dry tempature, therefore the surface fields number where 3 instead of 5.


